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INTRODUCTION 
 

Skiing has reached worldwide an impressive popularity today, being, based on 

statistics from mountain resorts, the most popular winter sport, due to the unique 

sensations and experiences it offers to practitioners. The possibility of free expression and 

of interaction with nature helps to improve physical as well as mental health, which makes 

it one of the main activities during winter holidays and among the population in Romania. 

Nowadays we can no longer just talk about skiing, but about snow-sliding sports as 

leisure activities due to the wide variety of equipment and as well as possibilities for 

practice. The new elements that appear are welcomed in the world of snow sports, while 

also bringing great challenges to the monitors who teach these sports. 

From the defiant actions of certain ski practitioners and with the support of the 

large sports equipment producers, other alternative forms of skiing were developed: off-

piste skiing, acrobatic skiing, freestyle skiing, ski touring, mono-skiing, bigfoot skiing and 

so on. 

Mountain resorts ski schools offer the possibility of practicing skiing in an 

organized environment, giving importance to the relationship between sports and tourism. 

The number of people learning to ski in Romania in an organized manner has 

increased over the recent years. This statement is supported by the large number of trained 

instructors who successfully integrate into the labour market in the new ski schools. 

I have opted for the topic of "Conceptual and practical optimization of the 

methodology of teaching alpine skiing at pre-school age" mainly because I am the founder 

of a private skiing and snowboarding school reuniting 45 monitors. Most clients are 

between 5 and 7 years old, and the lack of an updated teaching methodology adapted to 

this age group leads to the acquirement of wrong skills. I organize yearly ski and nutrition 

camps for pre-schoolers in the Straja mountain resort with over 500 participants, 

benefitting of a private beginners' track and a conveyor belt. 

The objective of the current research is to improve my own scientific and practical 

competences in the direction of delivering better tailored lessons to pre-schoolers and of 

sharing these novelties with the monitors that I lead. 

Taking into account the experience of the oldest ski schools in the world and of 

specialists in Romania, combined with my own experience as a professional skier, ski 

monitor, performance coach, graduate of the Eurotest and of the Eurosecurity course 

within the "National Schools of Ski and of Rock climbing/ École Nationale de Ski et 

d`Alpinisme”(French School of Skiing and Rock climbing), student of the National 

University of Physical Education and Sports Bucharest (UNEFS) and founder and director 

of the School of Skiing and Snowboarding Straja, we want to develop a methodical guide 

adapted to modern working materials, to the degree of development of mountain tourism 

and to the motor skills of tourists. 
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THEORETICAL CONCLUSIONS DERIVIND FROM THE LITERATURE 

REVIEW 

 

The scientific documentation for this thesis has been based on the analysis of the 

methodical systems of the major ski schools in the world, but also through ground work 

through open discussions and practice in resorts such as that of the Dolomites mountain 

range in Italy, in the Les deux Alpes resort, Chamonix and Val d`Isère in France and in the 

Zermatt resort in Switzerland. The Straja ski and snowboard school which I coordinate was 

invited to a workshop organized in the Predeal and Sinaia resorts during which the French 

ski school presented new learning methods. I also graduated the highest ski monitor level 

in France, called Eurosecurity, studying closely the French method of learning. 

We want our study to improve the teaching methodology for leisure alpine 

skiing for pre-schoolers. 

Improving the efficiency of the methodical system of teaching leisure alpine ski at 

pre-school age plays an important role in the safety on the slopes in Romania. 

The pre-school child on skis should be regarded as the future adult skier on the 

slopes of the country and beyond. Therefore, the approach to early education must be 

properly thought out and applied. 

Games are the main means in the psychomotor education of pre-schoolers, forming 

and consolidating motor skills and abilities and participating to psychological 

development. 

 

PART II 

SUMMARY OF THE STAGES OF PRELIMINARY RESEARCH AND OF 

CONSTITUENT ACTIVITIES 

 

The objectives of preliminary research  

 Knowledge of the level of functional development, of psychomotor 

capacity and of anthropometric values for alpine skiers of pre-school age.  

 Highlighting the indices of psychomotor qualities in order to optimize the 

alpine ski learning methodology for children aged 5 to 7 years old.  

The aim of preliminary research  

The aim of the preliminary research consists in the complex analysis of the 

functional, psychomotor and anthropometric development of the pre-schoolers in order to 

identify methods and means of optimising the learning of alpine skiing.  

The tasks of preliminary research  

The experimental approach taken involves establishing and fulfilling of tasks that 

contribute to the rigorous and valid representation of the results:  

 Scientific documentation from the national and international specialized literature 

for determining the theoretical and methodical information that underlie the 

research topic;  

 Establishing instructional objectives; 

 Establishing a research group of 42 skiers;  

 Establishing and organizing the framework needed to support testing;  

 Selecting and applying samples, measurements and evaluation tests;  

 Collecting, recording, analysing and interpreting the data obtained;  



 Formulating conclusions and suggestions regarding the results reached; 

 Preparing a final research plan and approach that would sustain the objectives and 

assumptions put forward. 

The hypothesis of the preliminary research  

Understanding the level of motor capacity and of anthropometric values of alpine 

skiers of pre-school age favours the establishment of a specific teaching methodology. 

Carrying out of preliminary research 

The preliminary research targeted the anthropometric measurement, the testing of 

motor qualities for the experimental group and the control group, the testing of working 

materials and the checking of effectiveness of the tests. 

Period, location and subjects of preliminary research 

During the preliminary research, 42 pre-school children, participants in the Straja 

thematic camps, were subjected to testing between 22.01-29.01.2017. 

The thematic camps in Straja operate on the slopes of the Straja mountain resort, in 

the county of Hunedoara, having available a private beginner's slope. The slopes of the 

resort are equipped with chairlifts, ski lifts and a ski gondola, and the beginners' slope with 

a ski conveyor belt. The subjects were measured and tested in the Montana Chalet 

gymnasium hall and on the Baloo beginners' track.  

 

CONCLUSIONS OF THE PRELIMINARY STUDY CONCERING TO 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODIC SYSTEM FOR LEARNING 

ALPINE SKIING AT PRE-SCHOOL AGE 

 

Subsequent to the preliminary research, we have reached the following conclusions:  

1. In anthropometric measurements, the average height for the 42 pre-school alpine 

skiers was 119.9 cm, and the median, indicating the central tendency, was of 120 

cm. Based on these values, we conclude that the size of skis for this age category 

must be between 100 cm and 110 cm. The average weight was of 21.71 kg, and the 

median, an indicator of the central tendency, was equal to 21.9 kg. In this case, the 

ski links are recommended to be adjusted to the value of 1.5. The shoe size had an 

average value of 29.64, the median having the value of 30. For this shoe size, ski 

boots with three flaps are recommended, two that fix the sole of the foot and one 

that fixes the calf area.  

2. Regarding the results obtained in the spatial orientation test Execution of 

movements at verbal command, the average number of points obtained was equal 

to 1.79, and the median, indicator of the central tendency, was equal to 2 points. 

We conclude that skiers of pre-school age will be able to respond correctly to basic 

orders, on average, to the second test. The dispersion of the obtained points is 

inhomogeneous because the variation coefficient was equal to 57.4%. We deduce 

that the points made by skiers are very scattered compared to the average, that is, 

there will be children who will respond to the orders from the first attempt, and 

others will respond after several attempts.  

3. By applying the Ozeretski-Guilman battery of tests we evaluated the motor and 

psychomotor potential of children aged 5-7 years.  



4. Following the analysis and interpretation of the results obtained in the preliminary 

demarche for subjects of pre-school age the hypothesis was confirmed: Knowing 

the level of the motor capacity and of anthropometric values of alpine skiers of pre-

school age favours the establishment of a specific teaching methodology. 

Through the measurements and tests carried out, certain discordant aspects have been 

observed that can lead to training errors. In this regard, we have obtained useful 

information for establishing a new teaching methodology that will be applied in the 

experimental research of the third part of the doctoral thesis.  

 

 

PART III. PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS CONCERNING THE OPTIMISATION 

OF THE METHODIC SYSTEM OF ALPINE SKIING FOR PRE-SCHOOLERS 

 

Research objectives  

The objectives of the learning process for alpine skiing at pre-school age can be 

summarised as following:  

 Acquiring the pleasure of sliding on skis and the correct learning of the technical 

elements that allow the control of speed and direction on different slopes, in safe 

conditions, laying the foundations of modern technique.  

 The design and organization of a leisure learning process must take into account the 

setting of specific objectives according to the characteristics of the subjects and 

their learning stage.  

 Learning the skiing technique in a fast, innovative, fun and efficient way. 

 The implementation and optimization of the methodical teaching system by 

applying the new means and methods within the Straja Camps and the Straja Ski 

and Snowboard School. 

 Highlighting the fact that motor and psychomotor abilities, skills and qualities have 

generated better scores in tests and trials following the application of the 

methodology conceived by us. 

The purpose of the research  

The aim of the research was to give an extended dimension to learning alpine skiing at pre-

school age and to find the most effective means and methods to reach the proposed 

objectives.  

 

The hypotheses of the research  

Learning of alpine skiing by pre-schoolers is achieved by classical means which, in 

principle, are intended for adults, due to the convenience, the poor methodical training and 

the lack of creativity of the monitors. 

We have introduced in this research in addition to known means of action, games that 

complement learning, reinforcing and perfecting elements of learning, in a faster, more 

pleasant and efficient manner. 

The hypotheses from which we have started the present research are the following: 

1. By developing and applying an innovative methodology for the pre-school age, 

complementing the existing one, the practitioners of the ski discipline will benefit 

from a clear improvement of certain motor and psychomotor qualities, 

indispensable for learning and improving alpine skiing. 



2. The correct and timely application of motion games in the learning of the skiing 

technique can significantly contribute to psychomotor development. 

The creative and attractive development of learning alpine skiing at the pre-school age 

through games contributes to the improvement of the technique of alpine skiing. 

 

Within the final research, there were 60 subjects, clients of the Straja Camps: 30 pre-

schoolers were part of the experiment group and 30 pre-schoolers were part of the control 

group. 

 

 Location where the research was carried out  

 

The Straja Camps operates on the slopes of the mountain resort Straja, in the county 

of Hunedoara, benefitting of a private beginner's slope made available. The slopes of the 

resort are equipped with chairlifts, ski lifts and a ski gondola, while the beginner's park is 

equipped with a baby-ski and a ski conveyor belt. We benefitted of all of the necessary 

materials to carry out the lessons: milestones, pennants, circles, flags, cartoon characters, 

conveyor belts for lateral climbing, mattresses, drill bit, drill, fence, timing system, 

customised vests, harnesses, ski accessories and tunnels. 

 

Period and phases of the research  

The research was conducted during the winter season of 2017-2018, in the ski and 

nutrition camps for pre-schoolers, during the following periods: 14.01-25.01.2018 and 

24.02.2018-08.03.2018. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Starting from the idea that the game is the main form of learning in motor activity 

at pre-school age, in the final research, we proposed a methodical system for alpine skiing 

based on games. The experimental group consisting of 30 pre-schoolers followed the 

methodical line interwoven with games that we proposed, while the control group formed 

of 30 pre-schoolers followed the methodical line intended mainly for adults, proposed by 

the National Centre for Training of Monitors.  

The games have a power of attraction for pre-schoolers and they have an 

educational value through the richness of ideas, by increasing the intensity of emotions, 

training the creativity of each of the participants in the game. At these early ages, children 

engage in games of interest and pleasure and do not perceive tasks as an obligation, but as 

a necessity.  

After collecting and interpreting data from the monitoring period of the two groups, 

we reached the following conclusions:  

1. When testing the static equilibrium by using the Flamingo test, the average 

number of errors committed by the members of the experimental group was lower 

by 0.83 errors (11.5%) than that of the control group. The averages of the two 

groups at the final tests were 7.27 in the experiment, respectively 8.10 errors in the 

control. We deduce that learning to ski through games improves static balance 

more than standard learning, so the null hypothesis is rejected.  



2. When testing the specific dynamic equilibrium, by using the sliding on a ski test, 

the average time achieved by the subjects of the experimental group was lower by 

0.50 sec. (7.4%) than that of the control group. The averages of the two groups 

were 6.80 sec. at experiment, respectively 7.30 sec. at control. According to these 

results, it appears that the control group subjects had better descent times than the 

control group. Considering that in the alpine skiing the evolution of the skiers is 

calculated in hundreds of a second, the difference between the two groups is a 

small one towards medium one. The null hypothesis is accepted, because the 

difference of the means is statistically insignificant.   

3. At the stability test on one leg I have measured the force in an equilibrium state. 

The average number of repetitions performed by the members of the experimental 

group at the stability test on one leg was higher by 0.24 repetitions (11.9%) than 

that of the control group. The averages of the two groups were 1.97 per experiment, 

respectively 1.73 repetitions at control. At the end of the training period, we find 

that there are no statistically significant differences between the results achieved by 

the subjects of the two groups. We have noted that the weights of the Insufficient 

and Good scores are lower in the control group, 44% compared to 56%, 

respectively 47% compared to 53%. In the experiment group the weight of the Very 

good score is of 47%, while in the control group it is 53%. The size of the effect 

indicates a very small intensity difference between the results of the two groups, so 

the null hypothesis is accepted.  

4. During the test of maintaining a low descending position, we have tested the force 

in resistance regime, and the subjects of the experimental group obtained an 

average time greater by 8.33 sec. (7.4%) than that of the control group. The 

averages of the two groups was of 112.83 sec. for the experiment, respectively 

104.50 sec. for the control. The effect size index shows that the mean difference is 

small to medium. We notice that the share of the Insufficient score is of 50% in 

both groups, of the Good score is of 40% in the experiment and of 60% in the 

control, while in the experiment group the share of the Very good score is of 60%, 

and in the control is of 40%. We deduce that learning through games in alpine 

skiing at pre-school ages does not play a significant role in the superior 

improvement of strength in endurance compared to standard learning. There are no 

statistically significant differences between the results obtained by the subjects of 

the two groups at the final tests, so the null hypothesis is accepted.  

5. We showed that, by applying our learning program, the experimental group 

generated a clear improvement of certain motor and psychomotor qualities, thus 

confirming the first hypothesis.  

6. Regarding the results from the final tests for pre-schoolers' motor and psychomotor 

capacity, there are no statistically significant differences in comparisons between 

the experimental group and the control group, except for the Flamingo test. Thus, 

the application of motion games in the learning of the skiing technique among pre-

schoolers does not produce a significantly higher improvement compared to the 

standard learning approach in improving motor and psychomotor capacity. In this 

case, the second hypothesis is not confirmed.  

7. For the test of reaching the main objective for each class we wanted to evaluate 

the bypassing technique on skis specific to each level of learning:  



 For the evaluation of winding in plough on semi-flat land, he scores of the 

experiment group - Bambi were on average higher by 0.83 (18.1%) than those of 

the control group - class 1. The averages of the two groups are of 4.60 at 

experiment, respectively of 3.77 at control. The difference of the means was 

statistically significant; thus the null hypothesis is rejected.  

 For the evaluation of bypassing in plough with simultaneous opening, the average 

of the scores for the experimental group - Baloo was higher by 0.60 (13.2%) than 

of the control group - class 2. The averages of the two groups were of 4.53 at the 

experiment, respectively of 3.93 at the control. The difference of the means was 

statistically significant; thus, the null hypothesis is rejected.  

 For the evaluation of elementary turns, in the experiment group – the Wolves class 

the average value of the scores was higher by 0.37 (8.2%) than in the control group 

- class 3. The averages of the two groups were of 4.47 at experiment, respectively 

of 4.10 at control. The difference of the means was statistically significant; thus, 

the null hypothesis is rejected.  

 For the evaluation of the basic turns, the average value of the scores for the 

experiment group - the Lions class was higher by 0.47 (10.1%) than that of the 

control group - class 4. The averages of the two groups were of 4.63 at the 

experiment, respectively of 4.17 at control. The difference of the means was 

statistically significant; thus, the null hypothesis is rejected.  

 For the evaluation of the basic short-range corners, the average of the scores for the 

experiment group – the Superheroes class was higher by 0.43 (9.6%) than that for 

the control group - class 5. The averages of the two groups were of 4.53 at 

experiment, respectively of 4.10 at control. The difference of the means was 

statistically significant; thus, the null hypothesis is rejected.  

8. From the analysis of the results obtained from the technical evaluation of the 

subjects, we can conclude that " the creative and attractive conducting of learning 

of alpine skiing at pre-school age through games contributes to the improvement of 

the technique of alpine skiing" - hypothesis 3 of the final research is confirmed.  

9. By applying the teaching method proposed by us, the pre-schoolers in the 

experimental group recorded higher values than the pre-schoolers in the control 

group with regards to the results of the measurements taken with the Garmin 

watches:  

 Older pre-schoolers in the experiment group have skied a greater number of 

kilometres compared to the control group;  

 the average ski speed was higher for the experimental group compared to the 

control group;  

 ski travel time is higher for the experimental group compared to the control group; 

 the elevation loss is higher for the experimental group compared to the control 

group.  

Originality elements  

The results obtained from the experimental research support the following: 

 The element of originality of this experimental research consists in the elaboration 

of a methodical system for teaching skiing to pre-school children, based on means 

of acting through playful character, more precisely movement games for each 

technical element. 



 The theoretical foundation and the choice of measurements, tests and trials make 

available to specialists and to ski instructors important landmarks collected from 

bibliographic sources specific to the alpine skiing.  

 Adapting a methodical system for teaching skiing to children aged 5-7 years 

ensures an optimal, functional and efficient framework for learning the basic 

technical elements such movement on skis, turning around, speed control and 

different types of detours.  

 In our opinion, developing a teaching methodology that includes games for pre-

schoolers is a novelty in the field of leisure skiing, helping instructors to teach fun 

and effective lessons.  

 We want our study to improve the teaching of leisure skiing to pre-schoolers and to 

help the Romanian Ski Federation and Biathlon in implementing a unique 

methodological system in the private ski schools in Romania.  

 The tests chosen by us determined both the progress on the slope and the evolution 

of the motor qualities on the ground.  

The information structured in this research can be constituted in an auxiliary 

methodological guide for ski instructors working with the age category 5-7 years, offering 

different creative ways of teaching and learning specific technical elements. 

Limitations of own research and opportunities for further investigations 

Studying the specialized literature has provided us with a limited amount of 

information regarding the learning of alpine skiing at pre-school age, having to transpose 

information from other sports as well. 

Snow quality and weather conditions can influence the results of the tests on the 

slopes, thus partially changing the research conclusions. In our work we took this into 

account and tried to secure similar conditions between the initial and final testing. 

Our methodology can only be applied successfully at pre-school ages, for the 

dominant activity that we propose for learning process is the game.  
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